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Dollar levy could end P&I impasse

DELAYED REACTION: new interest in the Hazardous and Noxious Substances convention is thought to owe something to the
loss of the “Ievoli Sun” in October 2000 Photo: Reuters/Marine Nationale

Casualty
payouts
give pact
new life
A compensation system that will provide payouts
of up to $321m in the wake of chemical tanker, gas
carrier or certain other bulker or cargoship casualties has been given the kiss of life.
JIM MULRENAN
London
Prospects for the Hazardous
and Noxious Substances (HNS)
convention becoming a fact of
shipping life are looking good,
although it had appeared the
damage-compensation
regime was stillborn.
Like compensation for oiltanker spills, funding of the
HNS compensation system will
come from shipowners — or
in practice their protectionand-indemnity (P&I) clubs —
with cargo interests providing
a substantial amount on top.
There has been little activity on the HNS convention since
it was agreed at an International Maritime Organisation (IMO)-sponsored diplomatic conference in London
just over six years ago.
But Russia and Angola have
recently ratified the convention and it now looks as if a
spate of European countries
will also ratify before too long.
The revival of interest in the
convention is being put down
to a delayed reaction to the
high-profile casualty in October 2000 involving the 7,300dwt chemical carrier Ievoli
Sun (built 1989).
The International Oil Pollution Compensation (IOPC)
Funds, which runs the existing
tanker compensation, is preparing for HNS by setting up a
computerised system that will
help with the huge and complicated task of identifying the
cargo companies that will face
a levy following a chemical
spill.
Making cash calls under
HNS will be a much more complicated task than under the
oil-tanker spill conventions
where a limited number of

mostly large energy companies are the contributors and
the cargo involved is always
persistent oil.
In contrast, thousands of
different chemical substances
carried for a huge number of
companies will be covered by
the HNS system.The substances could be highly toxic
or relatively benign materials
carried in bulk on chemical or
bulk carriers or in relatively
small drums or packs on a
container or pallet.They could
also be LPG or LNG.
Like the oil-tanker spill
compensation system,
shipowners and P&I clubs will
provide a first layer of compensation up to SDR 100m
($128m), although payouts for
the smallest ships could be
limited to SDR 10m ($13m).
After this the HNS funds
would pay further compensation to lift the total available to
as much as SDR 250m ($321m).
These payouts would be recovered from companies that
received chemicals following
sea transport.
The HNS convention will go
into force 18 months after ratification by 12 states including
four with fleets of at least two
million gt.There is also a condition that the ratifications
must include port states importing 40 million tonnes of
chemicals.

LESS THAN a dollar surcharge
on daily cruise rates and ferry
tickets could help end a developing impasse over the protection-and-indemnity (P&I)
clubs’ reluctance to pay much
higher compensation following
a passengership disaster.
Compensation limits are expected to rise around tenfold as
a result of a diplomatic conference called for October but the
clubs are warning that they
may not be able to foot the bill.
The problem is that passengerships account for less than
5% of the tonnage insured by
the clubs and there are fears
that bulk-carrier and tanker
owners will object to the total
financial strength of the P&I
market being put at risk to
meet the needs of a single specialist sector.
The difficulties are further
compounded by the fact that
victims and their families will
have a direct claim against P&I
clubs rather than there being
the cut-out in the liability chain
provided by the traditional
“pay to be paid” rule.
The solution proposed by insurance broker Graham
Barnes is similar to that developed to keep ships trading to
the US during a similar standoff over Certificates of Financial Responsibility (Cofrs) in
the early and mid-1990s.
Barnes was one of the inventors of the this type of solution
in which the P&I clubs continue
to provide the underlying cover
but the risk of them not paying

that under the low-cost option,
premiums to set up a financial
guarantee company that would
stand between victims and the
P&I clubs could run to about
$300m a year — which is an affordable figure.
The solution could also help
defuse the developing dispute
about compensation limits, expected to be set at between
$450,000 and $650,000 per passenger, as the P&I clubs in practice already have such exposure to cruiseship disasters in
cases where claims would be
resolved by the US courts.
Barnes is the founder of
BankServe Insurance Services,
a London broking firm that
counts many top shipfinance
institutions among its clients.
He says the cost of a Cofrtype solution could be covered
by a surcharge of $0.75 a day on
cruise tickets and $0.65 per ferry trip. If the US stays outside
the revised Athens Convention
the cost would rise to some $1
per ticket.
The deluxe solution would
be to establish a stand-alone
insurance company that would
provide ground-up cover for
passenger liabilities, thereby
taking them out of P&I club cover. Barnes estimates the cost of
such a venture could be around
double that of the low-cost solution and notes that it might
also raise US antitrust and EU
competition policy concerns.

THE PASSENGER PAYS: cruise
surcharges are on the horizon
Photo: Glenn Ostling

is transferred to a special company such as Sigco or Shoreline
Mutual.The broker has put forward alternative “deluxe” and
“low-cost” solutions to a correspondence group run by Professor Erik Resaeg, director of
Oslo University’s Scandinavian
Institute of Maritime Law. Resaeg is involved in preparations
for the diplomatic conference.
Barnes plan to directly address the issue of victims being
able to directly seek compensation from a P&I club but as a
consequence may make the issue of much higher limits less
of a confrontational issue.
A study by Barnes suggests

By Jim Mulrenan
from London

If you are looking for a reliable, well organized and experienced Shipping Agency Firm
in South East Asia to protect you interest in a professional way, contact:
* Our Singapore Head Office

HELLENIC OVERSEAS MARITIME ENTERPRISES
8 Pandan Avenue
#05-00 Liebherr Bldg
Singapore 609384

Tel: (65) 62684338/62658933 (10 Lines)
Tlx: 39502/35652 (HOMSEA RS)
Fax: (65) 62684432
E-mail: hellenseas@pacific.net.sg

Mobile Phones (24 hrs):
(65) 96331060 – Andreas Goros
(65) 96331059 – G. M. Habib
(65) 96331058 – Alex Athanasiou

* Shipping Agents & Brokers - Ship Management.
* Ship to Ship Cargo Transhipment Arrangements, De-slopping Operation & Delivery of Supplies,
including F.Water at OPL
* Recruiting Agents for Filipino, Indonesian, Bangladeshi & Burmese Crew
* Supply of Japanese made new genuine ship's spares & 2nd-hand machinery parts & equipment
Operating also with our Branch Offices in:
(Bangladesh, Thailand, Indonesia, Shanghai, Taipei, Hong Kong & Malaysia)
Sub-Agents almost in all Ports in our Area

ADVISORY & TECHNICAL MARINE SERVICES
PTE LTD (Marine Surveyors & Consultants)
8 Pandan Avenue, #05-01 Liebherr Building, Singapore 609384
Tel: (65) 62665811/814 - Fax: (65) 62615492 - E-mail: atms@pacific.net.sg
Mobile Tel: (65) 96331057 (24 hrs)
Pre-Entry Condition Surveys on behalf of P&I Clubs, Banks & Underwriters.
Pre-Purchase Condition Surveys - Damage & Casualty Investigation Surveys - Class Records Examination.
Handling of Cargo, H&M and P&I Claims – Non-Exclusive Surveyors for Class Societies.
Consultancy Services for ISMA, ISO and ISM Certification.
Proof Load Test of Ship’s Lifting Appliances & Cargo Handling Gear.
Ship’s Registration under Singapore & DMRI Flags.
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